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Mr. Robert Haldeman  
Nixon Headquarters  
3908 Wilshire Boulevard  
Los Angeles, California  

Dear Bob:

I am enclosing the newsletter of Californians for Goldwater that I mentioned in my last memo. Copies have been forwarded to my Arizona friend.

I am giving you also an extra copy in case you would like to pursue the matter independently.

Sincerely,

Harry J. Keaton

Enc.
As of this month, the Westside Chapter, Californians for Goldwater, is one year old. For the benefit of our members who have only recently become active, as well as for the many readers who have not yet joined the chapter, we believe that this would be a good time to recall the prominent events of this first busy year.

The most striking development, and a most encouraging one, has been our membership growth. Ours was one of the first chapters of CGP to be organized, and from its initial membership of 30 has grown to approximately 120 members. The statistics underline the real case, since many of our members broke off from the Westside chapter to help form two new ones, in Brentwood and in Pacific Palisades. In addition, of course, some 20 other chapters have organized elsewhere in the state, joining us in the CGP Congress.

For most members, CGP activities have centered in the regular meetings held the third Monday of each month; these have generally featured speakers of considerable political interest. A number of candidates for office have addressed the group—the most prominent being gubernatorial candidate Joseph C. Shell, who spoke to a capacity audience at the Westside meeting in December, even while most of the state was regarding him as a minor, "unknown" candidate. Other important addresses included those of Howard Jarvis, then a candidate for the Republican senatorial nomination and now an independent write-in candidate; Dr. Daniel Beltz, Republican congressional nominee in the 26th district; and all candidates for the Republican 60th assembly district nomination—Jack Hager, Gil Nelson, Ev Rose, and Bob Stevens. Other programs were of more general interest: a presentation by the National Management Association speeches by columnist George Tott and by George Gheen, former British vice-consul in the Congo; and many others.

Under the general heading of "political action," the group endorsed the candidates of Shell, Jarvis, and Beltz (all mentioned above) and of Dr. Max Hafferty, now a runoff candidate for superintendent of public instruction. During the Shell primary campaign, we were extremely active in precinct work, covering some 99 precincts in the Westside area. A very successful motorcade advertised throughout the area for Shell, and our chapter co-sponsored Shell's address before a capacity crowd at Pacific Palisades High School.

A single major money-raisering event was held to finance speeches of William F. Buckley of the National Review in January. Happily, the event was a great success. Approximately 1500 persons attended, and a few even had to be turned away at the door. The proceeds from the Buckley speech have financed many of our later activities.

Financial and moral support has been given to many other conservative groups and individuals, here and elsewhere in the country. Contributions included $150 to the Shell campaign, $50 to the almost-successful campaign of conservative John Goods in Texas, and $100 for operation of UCLA's new conservative campus newspaper, The Cardinal. Last August, the Westside chapter chartered a bus to help fill the Cal Casino college auditorium for a speech by Senator Goldwater. Working with the Committee against the King Anderson Bill, we helped successfully picket a downtown rally at which the administration pushed its Medicare proposal.

Since April, the chapter office has been maintained (though still inadequately staffed). Recently it was equipped with a mimeograph machine, used primarily to effect preparation of our newsletter for some 800 conservatives.

It has been a busy year, and we anticipate two even busier ones before the election of President Goldwater in 1964. For those who are not members—we urge you to join us. As members we urge you to continue, increasingly active participation. We're sure you'll enjoy it; and we look forward to working with even more of you toward a sound, conservative government for America.
Conservatives throughout the Westside deplore the result of recent negotiations between one of our leading industries, the Douglas Aircraft Company, and the International Association of Machinists. Douglas and the IAM agreed to an "agency shop" provision, which has the effect of forcing (as a condition of employment) all employees in classes represented by the union to pay union dues—whether or not they are members of the union. This callous disregard for individual freedom of choice represents one more step in one of the most tragic trends of our times, the destruction of individual identity and the replacement of the individual by a number or symbol representing his spot in the governmental, corporate, or labor organization. Employees are not yet bound by "union shop" requirements; that is, they need not actually join the union and submit to its regulations. But with involuntary dues pouring thousands of dollars per month into to build up the union's strength, one wonders if the union shop is far behind.

Many employees, effectively disenfranchised by collective bargaining regulations, have opposed the agency shop with all available weapons. Petitions with 250 signatures have been sent to Congress. With the aid of the National Right- To-Work Committee, some employees are challenging the constitutionality of the agency shop in court and before the National Labor Relations Board. The NLRB has previously ruled for the agency shop, but some court decisions have cast doubt upon it.

It is an individual's natural right to decide for himself where he wishes to work, what conditions of employment he will accept, and what bargaining agency he chooses to support, if any. It is evident that this right can be maintained only through right-to-work legislation that will guarantee the individual his freedom of choice. Passage of such legislation and the election of legislators who favor it should be continuing goals of all conservatives. The settlement at Douglas only makes the need all the more evident.

FELTZ ENDORSEMENT

At its August meeting, the Westside CPF chapter formally endorsed the candidacy of Dr. Jack Kelso in the congressional 26th district. We strongly urge all our members to take part in precinct work for Dr. Felts' campaign.

Members who can do precinct work in the Venice area are again requested to call Mr. Jack Wilson, EX 7-1847.

A CONSERVATIVE CHOICE

Ever since the June primary, many conservatives have been perplexed as to which way to turn in the California gubernatorial election. While they could hardly bring themselves to vote for Pat Brown, at the same time they hesitate to cast votes that will increase the strength of Richard Nixon as head of the Republican Party.

Faced with this dilemma, a surprising number of conservatives are looking at the third party on the ticket: the Prohibitionist party. They have been welcomed and encouraged by that party's very conservative candidate, Dr. Robert L. Wyckoff, who has said that he "can't see how anyone who voted for Joe Shell can in good conscience support anyone but me in November." Last this seems too surprising, consider some of the planks in the Prohibitionist platform: for passage of the Los Angeles anti-communist law; for remaking of a state right-to-work law; and for elimination of the graduated income tax. Actually, prohibition clauses have become such a minor part of the party platform that plans are underway for changing the party's name to the American party, thus removing a name which is anathema to many. The current platform calls only for local option on prohibition, not for a state law. According to Dr. Wyckoff, "The party is not for prohibition as the word is commonly understood."

Trying to counter any tendency to regard him as a minor candidate, Dr. Wyckoff has recently sent this telegram to Governor Brown: "If Mr. Nixon refuses to debate with you, I am always willing. Your programs are so radical that I am prepared for either of both of you."

In the absence of a conservative candidate for either major party, there may be a sizable protest vote for Dr. Wyckoff. We advise our readers to watch his campaign closely.

CONGRESSIONAL ISSUES

Two major legislative items are still pending in these last days of the current congressional session. Before the Senate is H.R. 11970, the trade expansion act, which would give the president discretionary controls. Under a different national climate of opinion, it is difficult to believe that this law would be considered constitutional, in view of Article I's specific dictum that "The Congress shall have power to lay and collect...duties."

Meanwhile, the House is preparing to vote on a measure authorizing the purchase of $100 million in U.N. bonds. In essence, this grants U.S. money to the U.N. for the indirect purpose of financing the "N.'s brutal and unwarranted interference in the internal politics of the Congo—a major item of its expenditures today.

If time remains when this newsletter is received, we urge you to write Senators Kuchel and Eagleton, and Representative Feller, to oppose the passage of both these measures. With elections two months away, you can be sure that letters will be read with unusual attention.
Many thanks for covering the Pacific Palisades meeting. I have read over the report you gave me. It is fine, and I appreciate the time you devoted for this assignment. Thanks for a job well done.
To: SAMMY
From: LOLA STEVENS
Subject: MEETING 2/26/62 - Pac. Palisades Chapter of Californians For Goldwater.

Date: 2-27-62

Herewith is report on above meeting, per your request.
Meeting February 26, 1962, Pacific Palisades Chapter of CALIFORNtANS FOR GOLDWATER. 821 Via De La Paz, Pacific Palisades. 8 p.m.

Meeting opened by Jack Carpenter who introduced people sitting on platform.

Robert Gaston, President LA Co. YR.
George Tutt
Mr. Ide - Coordinator Calif. YR
Bob Crushon
Ken Johnson
Tom Sullivan
Craig Belt

Carpenter's remarks opened the meeting as follows:

Our principal aim is to elect Conservatives.

If there are 10 incumbents, and they are Conservatives, vote for them and leave alone those you don't know.

Gaston's Remarks:

If you don't denounce all left wingers it is bad.

What is a Conservative? Basic answer to this is, a conservative believes basically in the individual.

Man has a God-given heritage. Liberals don't care about the individual. They are destroying man and his basic dignity.

(here Gaston quoted from the Wall Street Journal article "Political Opportunity")

If something is offered in two packages at the store, and one product is an old established brand name product and the other is a new product, people will buy the known brand name product. Therefore we must offer something good enough that they will buy. We must offer something different.

We are often called the "radical right" by the newspapers. We believe that the least government is the best government. The best government is designed to protect people from the government.

I have been asked if I would support the winning Republican candidate in the primaries, regardless of who he is. Since one of the candidates has said he doesn't want the support of the Central Committee, how could I support him if he were successful in the Primary? He does not want my support.
I can't understand why one of the Republican candidates is making enemies of his friends. Well, his friends aren't going to vote for him anyway.

We are being called witch hunters.

(here he told about being on Ben Hunter's TV show for 2 hours)

We talk about what we believe in, in public. The liberals say people are dumb. They say....don't give people an ideal.

Every time we get our names in the newspapers, somebody blackmails us. Usually it is the Democrats.

Liberals and Modernists control all the advertising media for the most part.

The working press is 90% controlled by Democrats and Liberals.

The Liberals say we have simple answers for complex problems. The reverse is actually true.

The Liberals however can never give you a simple answer to ANY question.

I wrote some 2 months ago about some of our weaknesses. But the newspapers picked it up and quoted me out of context.

People try to belittle Goldwater.

We must laugh at these things.

I am not supposed to endorse anybody. I guess I'd better take off this Shell button then.

If we lose this time, we must work harder and harder. We must for the next five years, very hard.

When people asked me how I won the L.A. County YR, I tell them, work, work, work. That is the reason we have been successful. Lots of volunteer time. Putting in long hours working. They can't understand this. I never once had to tell my people at the Disneyland convention how to vote. All the others offered jobs and other sorts of other things to get the vote. We almost took control of the whole state. We would have if we had had a little more time. It was because we believed in something. I firmly believe Goldwater can beat Kennedy.

Shell will beat Brown a hell of a lot easier than Nixon will.

-2-
Well, I go off on all sorts of tangents, don't I.

They are trying to call themselves Moderates.

The Communists believe in what they are doing but they are dead wrong.

I believe in flag waving. The mass of voters have no faith in our governmental system any more. The government has gone by default.

By any standards, we are not extremists.

Alger Hiss was just a way of life.

Our government does not believe what the Communists say. It does not believe they mean what they say.

This year the Board members of the YR's is running the organization. I am not running the NY's. Last year, the president ran the YR's. Last year it was a one-man show.

Shell will not win on the publicity he gets. He must win by word-of-mouth publicity.

He doesn't have control of the press.

The thing that will save us is big business. Some of the big business people are swinging over to our side. Coast Federal has done this and (he mentioned 2 other business houses).

We have not sold our way of life abroad. We have got to work for the Conservative movement.

Don't be taken in by newspaper articles and statements that pick statements of our candidates out of context and print them.

We now, as conservatives, control the official arm of the Republican Party. This is why we are getting the national publicity. We have taken control of 20% of the official volunteer organizations of the Party.

We hope next year to take the whole thing.

If we can get Joe Shell in this time, it will be tremendous.

However there are also factions within the Conservatives.

We must get behind and support our organization. Our best support is Precinct work.

Last election (presidential) was lost by less than 1% per precinct.

Take 6 people in a precinct. 3 of each, Republican and Democrats. All you need to win are 50% of your representation.
because only 50% of the registered voters vote in a Primary.

We need only 8 people in any given precinct. This can swing the Primary. Getting out and doing door-to-door campaigning.

The Democrats did it this way. Block-to-block, door-to-door campaigning. Block-by-block precinct organization.

The Republicans do not yet realize they must have a good precinct organization.

You can’t write off anyone.

We must start door-to-door work. We must give the people an ideal. You are going to have to drop out of other groups and organizations and devote all your time to precinct work.

When people ask "what are you going to do for me" I say, Nothing. I am going to give you a chance to do things for yourself.

The Liberals are trying to bribe people like the Democrats do.

But it is precinct work that will do the job.

**Floor Questions:**

Q. Are you available to speak at other meetings - to other groups?
A. Yes.

Q. Would you be willing to debate a Democrat on TV?
A. Yes.

Q. Please explain your comment about the press being controlled by the left (question by Managing Editor of Santa Monica Evening Outlook)
A. Yes. That is what I said. 90% of the working press is controlled by the Democrats and Liberals.

Q. You mean by that that the editors do not control what their papers print?
A. Yes. 9 out of 10 people of the working press are registered democrats and liberals.
But we are going to go before TV and make news. We don't care if the Republicans like it or not.

Q. Why are you taking a strong stand for Shell when you are supposed to be non-partisan before the Primary?

A. Because Nixon has refused to support two incumbent Republican congressmen, one of whom is 72 years old.

Now, we want to get our Malibu chapter started tonight. Please see Carl Witt, precinct organizer who is an insurance broker in private life.

Attached: By-Laws of Calif. for Goldwater, Pac. Palisades Chap. Membership Application Shell propaganda
BY-LAWS

of

PACIFIC PALISADES CHAPTER, CALIFORNIANS FOR GOLDWATER

ARTICLE I - NAME

The name of this organization shall be "PACIFIC PALISADES CHAPTER, CALIFORNIANS FOR GOLDWATER", hereinafter referred to as the "Chapter". It shall seek affiliation with, but not be subordinate to, the organization known as CALIFORNIANS FOR GOLDWATER.

ARTICLE II - OBJECTS AND PURPOSES

The Chapter hereby declares itself to be an independent conservative non-partisan information and political action organization dedicated to the achievement of the following objectives:

1. To publicize and promote the conservative philosophy, as clearly set forth in the book "The Conscience of a Conservative" by Barry M. Goldwater;

2. To bring together people of the community who share conservative beliefs, and to encourage their active, informed participation in political endeavors aimed at the restoration of truly Constitutional government to the United States of America, a return to States' rights, and the restoration of local self-government;

3. To resist the advancement of, and advocate the total destruction of, the international Communist conspiracy;

4. To affirm a strong belief in Capitalism and free enterprise as the only economic system compatible with the preservation of individual liberty, and to seek the withdrawal of the Federal Government from competition with private business;
5. To advocate the restraint of all monopolies, whether of Government, business, or labor, and to reaffirm the constitutional right of the individual to work without fear of domination or control from any source;

6. To urge the balancing of the national budget in times of peace, the elimination of unessential Federal expenses, and the adoption of a systematic plan for the payment of the national debt;

7. To seek a redefinition of our present American foreign policy so that it will truly serve the best interests of the United States and preserve our national sovereignty;

8. To provide an effective organization for the active support of conservative candidates for all levels of government office;

9. To actively promote the nomination and election of Barry Morris Goldwater to the office of President of the United States in 1964.

ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP

Section 1. ELIGIBILITY. Any American citizen, of sound mind and sixteen years of age or older, who supports the principles of conservatism as set forth in the book "The Conscience of a Conservative" (by Barry M. Goldwater) and the objects and purposes of this organization as set forth in ARTICLE II of these By-Laws shall be eligible for membership in the Chapter.

Section 2. CLASSES OF MEMBERSHIP. There shall be three classes of membership, namely; (a) Regular Member, (b) Junior Member, and (c) Honorary Member. A regular member shall be at least twenty-one years of age and shall have voting rights in the Chapter. A junior member shall be at least sixteen years of age but shall not have attained the age of twenty-one years; junior members shall have all
rights of membership in the Chapter except voting rights. Persons may be designated as Honorary Members provided that such designation shall be by unanimous consent of the Board of Directors and further provided that such persons shall indicate acceptance of honorary membership; persons shall not be entitled to voting rights in the Chapter by virtue of honorary membership, nor shall honorary members be required to pay dues.

Section 3. LIMITATIONS OF MEMBERSHIP. Eligible persons shall be admitted to membership in the Chapter by a majority vote of the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the Board of Directors may, at its discretion, declare membership closed at any time when it believes that further growth in Chapter membership is undesirable.

Section 4. EXPULSION OF MEMBERS. Any member may be expelled from membership in the Chapter, without stated cause, by a 2/3 vote of the Board of Directors. Notification of such expulsion shall be made by the Secretary in writing and shall be sent via Certified Mail. The sole obligation of the Chapter to a member so expelled shall be notification as provided for herein and refund of the current year's dues.

Section 5. RESIGNATION OF MEMBERS. Any person may resign from membership in the Chapter at any time by the submission of a written letter of resignation to the President or to the Vice-President. Such persons shall forfeit all dues and other fees paid to the Chapter, and no refund of these dues or other fees shall be made.

Section 6. TRANSFER OF MEMBERSHIP. Membership in the Chapter is personal and non-assignable, and upon death of a member or upon his or her ceasing to be a member by virtue of expulsion or resignation, all rights of said member to the privileges, property and assets of the Chapter shall cease, and no right thereto shall exist in him or her, or
in his or her heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns.

ARTICLE IV - DUES AND ASSESSMENTS
Section 1. DUES. The amount of dues shall be not less than one dollar per year nor more than twenty dollars per year; the exact amount shall be set by the Board of Directors at least once each year but no more frequently than once each six months. Dues shall be payable by Regular Members and by Junior Members within ten days of admittance to membership in the Chapter by vote of the Board of Directors and shall cover a period of one year, commencing with admittance to membership. Non-payment of dues shall be considered to be valid grounds for expulsion from membership in the Chapter.

Section 2. ASSESSMENTS. Although the Chapter will always welcome voluntary contributions from both members and non-members, memberships will not be subject to assessments or charges other than the annual dues.

ARTICLE V - MEETINGS OF MEMBERS
Section 1. REGULAR MEETINGS. Regular meetings of the members shall be held no less frequently than once every six months. The time and place of such meetings shall be prescribed by the Board of Directors.

Section 2. SPECIAL MEETINGS. Special meetings of the members may be called by (a) The President, (b) not less than 2/3 of the Board of Directors, or (c) upon petition signed by not less than eighty per-cent of the members in good standing, stating the purpose of the special meeting and directing the Secretary to call the meeting and notify the membership.

Section 3. NOTICE OF MEETINGS. Written notice of all meetings of members shall be mailed to each member in good standing at least five days but no more than twenty days prior to the date of each meeting; such notices may
be delivered in person in lieu of mail delivery. The delivery of such written notices shall not preclude the issuance of supplementary notices of the meetings, either in writing or verbally, before or after the delivery of the official written notice.

Section 4. QUORUM. The presence in person or by written proxy of at least ten regular members in good standing or at least sixty per-cent of the total regular membership in good standing, whichever number is less, shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. Except where otherwise specifically provided in these By-Laws, a majority vote of such members present in person or by proxy shall be sufficient to decide all questions at any such meetings.

In the absence of a quorum at any meeting of members, such meeting may be adjourned by the presiding officer to a later time. No further notice of any meeting so adjourned need be given to any member.

ARTICLE VI - OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES

Section 1. OFFICERS. The officers of the Chapter shall consist of a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer.

Section 2. PRESIDENT. The President shall be the chief executive officer of the Chapter and shall have general administrative supervision of the conduct of all the affairs and activities of the Chapter. He shall preside at all meetings of the members and of the Board of Directors.

Section 3. VICE-PRESIDENT. The Vice-President, in the absence of the President or in the event of his inability or refusal to act, shall assume and perform the duties of the President. He shall also perform such other duties as from time to time may be assigned to him by the President or by the Board of Directors.
Section 4. SECRETARY. The Secretary shall keep a written record of all meetings of the Chapter and of the Board of Directors in an official minute book, which written record shall be available at all meetings for inspection by any member in good standing upon request. The Secretary shall conduct and preserve the official correspondence of the Chapter and make and maintain a record of such other matters as the President or the Board of Directors may direct. The Secretary shall, in collaboration with the Treasurer, create and maintain an up-to-date list of members in good standing and their addresses. It shall also be the duty of the Secretary to give, or cause to be given, notice of all meetings of members and of the Board of Directors.

Section 5. TREASURER. The Treasurer shall be the custodian of all Chapter funds and shall keep a complete and accurate record of the receipt and disbursement of such funds. He or she shall furnish, at the expense of the Chapter, an appropriate fidelity bind for the term of his incumbence, subject to the approval of the Board of Directors. He shall disburse Chapter funds in accordance with regulations and limitations prescribed by the Board of Directors, and the records of the Treasurer shall be subjected to an audit or other independent verification as prescribed by the Board of Directors.

Section 6. SUCCESSION. In the absence of both the President and the Vice-President, the Secretary shall perform the duties of the President. In the absence of all three aforementioned officers, the Treasurer shall perform the duties of President. In the absence of any officer at a meeting of members or at a meeting of the Board of Directors, the presiding officer may, at his or her discretion, appoint any member in good standing to act temporarily in the performance of the duties of the absent officer.
Section 7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS. All officers shall be elected by a 2/3 vote of the Board of Directors. Any regular member in good standing shall be eligible to hold the office of Secretary or Treasurer. However, only members of the Board of Directors shall be eligible to hold the office of President or Vice-President. All officers will be elected to serve one-year terms, the election to take place at the first meeting of the Board of Directors following the general membership meeting at which the Board of Directors is elected. The election of officers to fill interim vacancies shall take place at the first meeting of the Board of Directors following the occurrence of the vacancy.

Section 8. REMOVALS FROM OFFICE. Any officer and/or member-at-large of the Board of Directors may be removed from office, without stated cause, by a 2/3 vote of the members of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE VII - BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Section 1. The Board of Directors shall consist of seven Regular Members in good standing, one of whom shall be the immediate past President. The six other members shall be elected by a majority vote of the membership, to serve until replaced.

Section 2. NOMINATION AND ELECTION. No less frequently than once every fourteen months the President shall appoint a Nominating Committee consisting of himself as Chairman and two other Regular Members in good standing. This committee shall prepare a list of at least six nominees who are qualified and willing to serve on the Board of Directors. The President shall convene a membership meeting within thirty days of the appointment of the nominating committee, and the official notification of said meeting shall state that election of the Board of Directors will take place at the meeting. At this meeting,
the President shall make the nominations recommended by the Nominating Committee and shall entertain further nominations by any Regular Members in good standing. Open balloting shall be employed, and a simple majority shall be sufficient to elect.

Section 3. POWERS AND DUTIES. Subject to any limitations contained in these By-Laws, the Board of Directors shall have full power and authority to conduct, manage, and control the affairs, activities, and business of the Chapter in such a manner as it may deem best. In addition to having the power to elect all officers, as set forth in ARTICLE VI, Section 7, the Board of Directors shall also have the power to elect, by simple majority vote, persons to fill interim vacancies which may occur on the Board of Directors.

Section 4. MEETINGS. Meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held as frequently or as infrequently as the President deems appropriate and desirable and they shall be called by the President at an appropriate time and place. In addition, special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called on request of a majority of existing members of the Board of Directors.

Section 5. QUORUM. The presence in person or by written proxy of a majority of the existing members of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at all meetings of the Board of Directors, and, except where otherwise specifically provided in these By-Laws, a majority of the members so represented shall be sufficient to decide all questions at any such meeting.

Section 6. REMOVALS FROM OFFICE. Any member of the Board of Directors may be removed from office, without stated cause, by a 2/3 vote of the members of the Board of Directors, as provided for in ARTICLE VI, Section 8, or by a 2/3 vote of the Regular Members in good standing present at a special meeting of members called specifically for the purpose of considering the removal from office of one or more members of the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE VIII - COMMITTEES

Section 1. APPOINTMENT. The President, with the consent of the Board of Directors, shall appoint chairmen of standing committees. The President may appoint chairmen of the committees without the advance consent of the Board of Directors.

Section 2. COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP. The various committee chairmen shall appoint members of their committees, subject to any limitations prescribed by the President.

Section 3. ELIGIBILITY. Any member in good standing is eligible to serve on one or more committees, and committee membership shall not be obligatory.

Section 4. MEETINGS. Meetings of all committees shall be called by the committee chairmen at such times and places as he or she may deem appropriate and desirable.

Section 5. SPECIAL COMMITTEES AND DELEGATES. Special committees, delegates, or other special representatives of the Chapter may be appointed from time to time by the President, subject to the approval of the Board of Directors, and may be dissolved or removed by the President at any time.

ARTICLE IX - AMENDMENTS

These By-Laws may be altered, amended, or repealed and new By-Laws may be adopted by a 2/3 vote of the members of the Board of Directors. However, in those instances where such amendments increase the power and authority of the Board of Directors, the amendments shall be subject to ratification by a 2/3 vote of the Regular Members present at a membership meeting.

ARTICLE X - MISCELLANEOUS

Section 1. CONDUCT OF MEETINGS. All membership, Board of Directors, and committee meetings of the Chapter shall
be conducted in a business-like but informal manner, except as noted below in ARTICLE X, Section 2.

Section 2. PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE. Whenever nominations for office, elections to office, removals from office, expulsion from membership, or amendments to these By-Laws is being acted upon at a membership meeting or at a Board of Directors meeting, parliamentary procedure shall prevail, and "Roberts' Rules of Order, Revised" shall be the parliamentary guide for such procedure.

Section 3. TERMINOLOGY. Whenever reference is made in these By-Laws to members in good standing, it shall be taken to mean members who are not delinquent in the payment of their dues and who have not resigned or otherwise surrendered or forfeited their membership.
CALIFORNIANS FOR GOLDWATER
Pacific Palisades Chapter

Californians for Goldwater is an independent conservative non-partisan information and political action organization dedicated to the achievement of the following objectives:

To publicize and promote the conservative philosophy as clearly set forth in the book "The Conscience of a Conservative" by Barry M. Goldwater.

To bring together people of the community who share conservative beliefs, and to encourage their active, informed participation in political endeavors aimed at the restoration of truly Constitutional government to the United States of America, a return to States' rights, and the restoration of local self-government.

To resist the advancement of, and advocate the total destruction of, the international Communist conspiracy.

To affirm a strong belief in Capitalism and free-enterprise as the only economic system compatible with the preservation of individual liberty, and to seek the withdrawal of the Federal Government from competition with private business.

To advocate the restraint of all monopolies, whether of government, business, or labor, and to reaffirm the constitutional right of the individual to work without fear of domination or control from any source.

To urge the balancing of the national budget in times of peace, the elimination of unessential Federal expenses, and the adoption of a systematic plan for the payment of the national debt.

To seek a redefinition of our present American foreign policy so that it will truly serve the best interests of the United States and preserve our national sovereignty.

To provide an effective organization for the active support of conservative candidates for all levels of government office.

To actively promote the nomination and election of Barry Morris Goldwater to the office of President of the United States in 1964.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(Mail to: 663 Toyopa Drive, Pacific Palisades, California)

Print Name ___________________________ Dues: $1 Junior*, $5 Individual, $7 Family
Address __________________________________________ Enclosed $ ____________

Occupation ____________________________ I am interested in the following:
Business Phone _________________________ Legislative _____ Membership _____
Residence Phone __________________________ Publicity _____ Pol. Activ. _____

Ways & Means ________ Other ______

* Under 21
CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOLDWATER
CALIFORNIANS FOR COLDWATER SHELL for GOVERNOR

ALDINE CO., LOS ANGELES 15. To apply: Peel off backing, press firmly to clean bumper. To remove easily, saturate bumper with any solvent. -